Introduction
• problem: UD is believed to be suboptimal for parsing
• solution: Create a parsing representation (de Marneffe et al., 2014) • focus of the study: verb groups have done UD uses PDT style but MS is better for parsing (Nilsson et al., , 2007 Schwartz et al., 2012) 2. 
Software
• Parser: MaltParser with default settings and UD (coarse) PoS tags.
• Transformation algorithms: released as part of oDETTE (DEpendency Treebank Transformation and Evaluation). https://github.com/mdelhoneux/oDETTE
Error analysis
The baseline consistently outperforms the transformed model on the punctuation dependency relation. Punctuation is most often attached to the main verb. The transformed model is bad at identifying the main verb. We obtain 100% back transformation accuracy on all but 4 treebanks. 
Pipeline

Role of POS tags ambiguity
Were improvements in PDT and SDT the result of POS disambiguation? POS Table 4 : LAS on A and B with different levels of POS tag ambiguity. ∆ = B -A
The hypothesis seems to hold for SDT. Less clear for PDT, maybe due to the use of predicted POS tags in experiments.
Predicted vs gold POS tags
Can UD benefit from the transformation when using predicted POS tags?
It seems not.
POS tag A B ∆ gold 76.8 75.7** -1.1 predicted 76.4 75.6** -0.8 Table 5 : LAS on UD Swedish. ∆ = B -A . MS is better than UD for parsing B > A MS is easier to learn than UD C > A Symmetry in differences A -B = C -D Table 7 : Hypotheses
Results
Effect of VG Transformation on Parsing
Conclusion
• Verb groups should stay as is in UD.
• Gains from transforming from PDT style to MS style in previous studies were probably obtained because the approach helped disambiguate POS tags. Future work • Looking at other parsing models.
• More in-depth error analysis.
• Looking at other representations (e.g. PPs).
